
Sunday morning at Gatwick sitting in the lounge, sunny and showery. 
 
Flying back to Cape Town this afternoon via Dubai.  Back tomorrow lunchtime. 
 
It’s hard work enjoying yourself and we’ve been dashing around Oxford this week and then off to visit another friend.  
The days have flown past and I’m even further behind with emails and phone calls. 
 
Blenheim was the highlight of the trip and I’d urge anyone visiting the UK to try to get to Blenheim for the visit.  It’s 
certainly worth the time. 
 
Looking forward to catching up again in Cape Town.  The diary is filling up well and the business is looking positive. 
 
I won’t object to seeing a bit more sport on television.  I’ve not listened to so much radio in years.    I never thought I’d 
see a situation whereby South Africa could readily best the UK...but it it’s comprehensive sport you wan then South 
Africa is the place to have a satellite connection. 
 
I’ll send this Monday afternoon when I’m back home. 
 
Have a good one 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

22nd April 2012 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Found a very nice piece of software to help monitor social networks.  It’s called Hootsuite and I’ll be getting it set up this 

week as part of the campaign to get SDI and Negotiation Update moving on social networks. 

I’ve now got a 3G dongle for both SA and UK.  Even with good wifi in the UK there are still plenty of times it helps to 

have a telephone internet connection.  It’s especially valuable in Cape Town but I never thought I’d need it so much in 

the UK. 

Bought a stack of DVDs.  Enjoyed both series of Downton Abbey.  It’s a compelling story and it’s not hard to see why so 

many people in the UK and USA find it good viewing. 

Here’s a seminal scene from The Godfather.  Maybe my favourite film of all time.  It’s not for the squeamish! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOES-dS0pG0 

04-17) 09:13 PDT LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 

Filmmakers are calling DogTV a new breed of television — an eight-hour block of on-demand cable TV programming 

designed to keep your dog relaxed, stimulated and entertained while you are at work. 

To get the right footage, cameramen got on their knees and shot low and long. "I shot from the point of view of the dog," 

said Gilad Neumann, chief executive officer of DogTV. 

In production, they had to mute colors, alter sound and add music specially written for dogs. 

There will be no commercials, no ratings and no reruns, although some might argue that watching a slug crawl is hardly 

exciting new programming. 

One million subscribers with two cable companies have access to DogTV in San Diego. It is doing so well that parent 

company PTV Media plans to offer it nationally in the next several months, Neumann said. 
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Victim centred experience 

 
There’s nothing quite like being a customer to show you how it feels when the selling process 
is done badly.  It happened to me twice this week. 
 
First up was a consultant who wanted to advise me on my pension provision and savings.  
When I could get a word in I wanted to tell him what exactly I was looking for and how he 
could help me.  Sadly he was giving me his routine and he wasn’t much listening to me.  It 
may be that the legislation forces him to have to be prescriptive a little but this was taking it 
too far.  He was trying to sell me something that I really didn't want to buy and if he’d have 
listened he would have found out. 
 
Second was when my wife bought some new glasses.  The salesman was so keen to help 
he wouldn’t stop recommending frames and lenses.  We pretty much knew what we wanted 
and we had to tell him to back off and give us some space to mooch around and make a 
decision.  We ended up buying some frames despite him rather than because of him. 
 
A side issue was the nickel and diming of the lenses...silver, gold and platinum.  He 
obviously wanted us to buy the most expensive, thinnest lenses but the “upgrading” process 
was a little too transparent. 
 
We want our sellers to be keen and bright....but the hard sell and the full on treatment often 
proves very counter productive...and even more so in the UK tradition where we most often 
want to be left alone and make our decisions quite slowly. 
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Greedy sheep 

 
Let’s revisit an old adage I’ve used many times before: 
 
You can shear a sheep many times but you can only skin it once. 
 
There are some deals that are strictly one off...never to be repeated where the relationship really 
doesn’t count.  In that case skin the sheep. 
 
In most other cases where you’re likely to meet the other party again it makes sense to leave the 
sheep in good order so that there’s something left to collect next time round...time after time. 
 
It’s very tempting to be greedy and go for broke but negotiators have good memories and if you 
give them a hard time then revenge is waiting for you...surely and certainly the next time you 
meet. 
 
Always take the long view…keep your sheep nicely and regularly sheared. 


